InsightShare PHOTOSTORY
Project: 'Tofiga O Pili Aau' (Samoa)

Representatives of eight villages from across Samoa joined a participatory video workshop to explore the impacts of climate change on the islands and to document their community's efforts to adapt and cope.

August 2009
During an initial 3-day workshop, the participants began learning to use the video cameras.

UโพULO IISLAND

"Press this button to start recording!"

Participants learnt new skills and then passed on the knowledge... each one, teach one!

After each exercise, the group watched back their footage to learn lessons, reflect and enjoy the results... with lots of laughter!

Then it was time to start creating video messages...
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The groups practiced creating simple video sequences, during which they documented many of the impacts of climate change on the village of Faasitoo-Tai, where the workshop was located.

The groups then began planning more video sequences using storyboards to plan each shot and who would operate the camera, direct, record sound, interview etc.

"I can show the changes happening on my plantation."

The participants split into two groups and set out to document community experiences of climate change...

"Using their storyboards as a guide to filming..."
THE NEXT DAY THE PARTICIPANTS HEADED ACROSS THE WATERS TO SAVAI’I ISLAND AND THE HOME VILLAGES OF MANY IN THE GROUP.

SAVAI’I ISLAND

AFTER A TRADITIONAL WELCOME CEREMONY WITH THE PARAMOUNT CHIEFS, THE WORKSHOP CONTINUED IN A LOCAL FAMILY’S FALE (OPEN HOUSE) IN PAGAMALO VILLAGE.

DURING SEVERAL WORKSHOP SESSIONS THE PARTICIPANTS EXPLORED IN GREATER DEPTH HOW CLIMATE CHANGE IS AFFECTING THEIR COMMUNITIES.

THEY CREATED A ‘PROBLEM TREE’ DETAILING THE CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE, A LIST OF KEY PEOPLE AND PLACES TO DOCUMENT, A LIST OF PRIORITY AUDIENCES FOR THEIR VIDEOS, AND FINALLY A ‘ROAD MAP’ FOR HOW THEIR FILM WOULD DEVELOP AND THEIR MESSAGES STRUCTURED.

WITH THEIR THOUGHTS ORGANISED AND INTENTIONS CLEAR, THE PARTICIPANTS THEN SET ABOUT CREATING MORE STORYBOARDS...

“WE SHOULD INTERVIEW THE PULLUNU-U (VILLAGE MAYOR) OF LELEPA ABOUT HIS PLANS FOR IMPROVING THE ROAD”

PARTICIPANTS WORKING TOGETHER TO PLAN THEIR VIDEO.
"This is where my home was...there is nothing left."

They asked friends and neighbours about the impact of climate change on their lives.

"Other homes were located here. All were destroyed by the cyclone."

Family photographs show how the coastline has changed.

"On that area we used to dry our copra (dried coconuts) in the sun...that place is now deep under the sea."

The groups filmed the effects of climate change on the ocean, estuaries and rivers.
They interviewed each other about their experiences...

...and travelled around the island together...

...documenting abandoned villages and lost coastlines.

Youths & Elders, Men & Women, High Chiefs & 'Untitled Men'... all working together as one.
Once all the filming was complete, the participants logged all their footage...

...and together planned their finished film using a paper edit process.

Then finally translating and editing their finished film: 'Tofiga o Pili Aau'.

The film was screened locally to raise awareness and gain consent from the community.

Since completing the film the participants have held further community screenings and the film has selected for screening at various events including the Copenhagen Climate Change Summit in December 2009.
IMPACTS:
- Ten community members from eight villages trained in participatory video filmmaking
- One member of UNDP Samoa team trained in basic participatory video facilitation skills
- Awareness of climate change amongst participants increased and community champions established
- Awareness of climate change amongst beneficiary communities increased
- 25min and 11min videos created featuring powerful testimonies from communities experiencing multiple challenges, caused or exacerbated by climate change

IMPACTS CONT.
- UNDP GEF SGP Grant recipients (local chiefs or mayors) interviewed and questioned by members of own community about plans and intended outcomes
- Grant provider (UNDP/GEF SGP) able to assess awareness of climate change amongst target communities - often well developed but at times inaccurate, misunderstood or overstated
- Grant provider (UNDP/GEF SGP) able to monitor responses of grant recipients and compare video statements with written proposals (in some cases these were significantly different)
- Social barriers between participants & others within community challenged and broken down through participation in project as equals
- Awareness of UNDP / GEF community-based adaptation programme increased (from starting point of zero) amongst beneficiary

One month after the completion of the film a devastating tsunami struck the Samoan islands. The participants are now planning to document its impacts and those of the winter storms on their communities.

For more info, please visit:
www.insightshare.org
&
http://sgp.undp.org/
&
www.gefweb.org
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